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The Supply of Environmentalism
Edward L. Glaeser

ABSTRACT

Long before economics turned to psychology, environmentalists were nudging and framing and pushing
their cause like highly gifted amateur psychologists. Their interventions seem to have changed behavior
by altering beliefs, norms and preferences, but because psychological interventions are often coarse,
inadvertent, offsetting side effects occur. After discussing the interplay between environmental preference-making
and economics, I turn to three areas where strong, simple views have spread—electric cars, recycling
and local conservation efforts. In all three areas, environmental rules of thumb can lead to significant,
adverse environmental side effects. Local environmentalism, for example, may increase carbon emissions
by pushing development from low emission areas, like coastal California, to high emissions areas
elsewhere. I end by discussing how economic analysis of the political market for ideas can make sense
of the remarkable disparity of views on global warming.
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I. Introduction 

 Environmental activists have long specialized in influencing beliefs and preferences 

through books, like Paul Ehrlich’s The Population Bomb, films like “An Inconvenient Truth” 

and public relations campaigns, like Keep America Beautiful’s “Crying Indian” commercials.    

These interventions appear to have some influence on behavior, like recycling and hybrid car 

purchases, and policies, like the Clean Air Act, although their simple prescriptions (Lee and 

Kotler, 2006), may suggest responses that are imperfect or even counter-productive.2

In this essay, I discuss three core questions surrounding endogenous environmentalism.  

What determines when environmentalism is most likely to be spread and when it is likely to 

elicit a backlash?      What determines whether the supply of environmentalism is benign or 

harmful?    Finally, what more traditional policies complement the supplement of 

environmentalism, to expand its positive effects and counteract its shortcomings?    

    Just as 

there is value in behavioral environmental economics that embeds psychological wisdom into 

proposed policy interventions (Shogren and Taylor, 2008), there is value in using economics to 

understand the causes and impact of the supply of environmental preferences and beliefs.   

Psychology and economics are complements, not substitutes.     

In Section II, I discuss the nature of supplied environmentalism, which is a crucial first 

step to understanding all three questions.  Successful environment-related “psychological” 

interventions, such as Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, first build empathy for the environment and 

wildlife and then argue that some activity, like using pesticides or littering, causes environmental 

damage.   When they work, these interventions motivate policy action or individual behavior by 
                                                           
2 More recycling can mean fewer trees (Darby, 1973); fuel efficient engines can mean more energy usage (Jevons, 
1865).     
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providing information, generating psychic Pigouvian taxes on the vilified activity, or creating a 

social norm.   

Standard economic reasoning suggests that we should expect to see private 

environmental campaigns, when there is an organized body of capable persuaders with strong 

incentives to push a particular message.   Reductions in the cost of persuasion will also generate 

more supplied environmentalism, but low persuasion costs will also increase the supply of 

counter-environmentalism.    Normatively, environmental messages are more likely to be 

beneficial when they create psychic subsidies, rather than psychic taxes, and when the desired 

behavioral adjustment is straightforward.      Complementary policies start by recognizing the 

shortcomings of environmental campaigns, and adjusting on the relevant margins.   

After discussing endogenous environmentalism abstractly, I turn to four areas involving 

psychological intervention and economic analysis: electric cars, recycling, local land use 

restrictions and the debate over global warming.   Section III discusses interventions, like a pro-

hybrid car campaign, that effectively reduces the marginal cost of an environmentally harmful 

activity.  In this case, there will be an offsetting behavioral response, which Pigouvian taxes can 

rectify.  In some cases, the optimal tax may even be higher than the tax in the absence of the pro-

Hybrid car campaign.       

    In Section IV, I discuss cases, like recycling, when the intervention distorts the price to 

suppliers of the relevant commodity.  In this case, the appropriate policy response may be an 

offsetting subsidy.   In the fifth section, I turn to the perverse consequences that can come from 

local environmentalism that block new construction.   Optimal policy design here may involve 

building subsidies that offset the local environmentalists in areas with benign climates and taxes 
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in areas with extreme climates that don’t have local environmentalists.   The sixth section 

addresses the supply of counter-environmentalism in the debate over global warming.  This 

section mainly illustrates the supply of environmentalism and counter-environmentalism.  The 

final section concludes.   

 

II. The Supply of Environmentalism 

Environmental beliefs, norms and preferences are neither exogenous nor immutable, but 

heterogeneous, volatile (Lorenzoni and Pidgeon, 2006) and surely socially formed (Van Liere 

and Dunlap, 1980).  Figure 1 shows the responses to the Gallup Poll’s questions about global 

warming.3

A rational Bayesian framework would suggest that answers to the first question, the 

causes of Global Warming, shouldn’t differ significantly across space, as long as everyone has 

access to the same sources of knowledge about such a scientific question.  Conversely, a view in 

which beliefs are shaped by social influence (as in Asch, 1955) suggests far more variation.  

Figure 1 shows that responses to the two questions are tightly linked (the correlation coefficient 

is 77 percent), and that there is remarkable heterogeneity across the world in the two variables.   

The residents of Iceland understandably see little threat in global warming, but they also believe 

   Respondents in different countries were asked whether they thought that “rising 

temperatures are a result” of either “human activity” or “natural causes” and whether global 

warming is a “serious” or “somewhat serious” threat to themselves or their families.  Answers to 

the second question could quite rationally differ from country-to-country, as the residents of 

Greenland presumably have far less to lose from global warming than the residents of Brazil.     

                                                           
3 Whitmarsh (2009) discusses the differences in public responses to different phrasing on climate change related 
questions.   
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that temperature increases reflect natural factors not human activity.    South African and Saudi 

residents hold similar views.    By contrast, more than ninety percent of the residents of Korea 

and Japan believe that global warming is man-made and the overwhelming majority of 

respondents believe that global warming is a threat.     

Numerous analysts (Basu, 2005, The Economist, 2009) have argued that poorer countries 

are likely to bear the biggest brunt from climate change, but richer country respondents seem far 

more concerned with climate change.  The correlation between the log of per capita Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) and seeing global warming as a threat is 57 percent. The connection 

may just reflect the fact that poorer people have so many other things to worry about, but it could 

just also be explained by a more robust market for ideas in wealthier countries.    

This interpretation is also supported by the positive correlation between democracy 

(measured by the Polity IV index of democracy and autocracy) and belief that global warming is 

a threat.   There is also a statistically significant 33 percent correlation between the logarithm of 

per capita GDP and the stated belief that global warming is the result of human activity, and a 

similar 30 percent correlation with democracy.      

In this section, I discuss the endogenous formation of environmentalism and highlight 

four implications of the supply of environmentalism.   First, there will be a strong bias towards 

simple environmental rules, since simple rules are far easier to convey to a mass audience.  

Second, if environmentalism creates a social norm where environmental actions signal pro-social 

preferences (or some other positive attribute), then this will create an added bias towards 

observable actions.   Third, since incentives will impact supply, environmentalism will be 

skewed towards behavior in which suppliers have a financial or other political motive.  Fourth, 
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when environmental action will harm any well-organized interest group, then environmental 

persuasion will elicit countervailing persuasion that may be overwhelming.    

Green Persuasion 

 Volumes on environmental marketing (e.g. Polonsky and Mintu-Wimsatt, 1995) have 

long pushed an approach to “selling” environmentalism that emphasizes the richness of human 

psychology.    No explicit psychological research may have gone into the “Crying Indian” 

campaign, but the leader of the campaign’s book on The Art of Cause Marketing tells “cause” 

marketers to write ads that are “sensitive to the psychology of the person whose behavior you 

wish to change” (Earle, 2002).        

Similarly, while environmental writers such as Henry David Thoreau, John Muir, Rachel 

Carson and Paul Ehrlich, who may not have been trained in psychology (Carson did take at least 

one class) but whose work displays a remarkable ability to generate empathy for environmental 

causes.   Humans appear to readily feel empathy for animals, especially when they are large and 

attractive (Metrick and Weitzman, 1996).   Carson begins Silent Spring, with her “fable for 

tomorrow” where a town “where all life seemed to live in harmony” was beset by “some evil 

spell” (pesticides) that killed the birds and left “a spring without voices.”   

It is hard to rigorously document the impact of campaigns like the “Crying Indian,” but 

the Ad Council claims that “During the height of the campaign, Keep America Beautiful 

reported receiving more than 2,000 letters a month from people wanting to join their local team” 

and that “By the end of the campaign, Keep America Beautiful local teams had helped to reduce 

litter by as much as 88% in 300 communities, 38 states, and several countries.”      Indeed, the 

only two public service campaigns listed by Ad Age among the top fifty advertising campaigns 
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of the 20th century concern the environment: the “Crying Indian” and “Smokey the Bear.”   More 

generally, the efficacy of environmental campaigns is demonstrated by the enormous popularity 

of Green Parties in Europe, the proliferation of green products,4

What determines the supply of environmentalism?    Psychologically-effective 

environmental influence on behavior is generated through a market process, where interested 

parties invest in changing the behavior of others.   That view implies that the incentives of 

influence-suppliers will partially determine the nature of environmental beliefs and preferences, 

especially when there is a congruence of the incentive to supply with the ability to persuade.   

 and surveys suggesting that 

large portions of the population recycle (Oskamp et al, 1991). 

A simple economic model would suggest that any widespread social change requires 

individuals with incentives and enough cooperation to internalize the free-rider problem, who 

have access to relatively low-cost tools of persuasion.  Similarly, individuals, groups and 

companies with contrary incentives and similar access to the tools of persuasion will try to 

generate counter-environmentalism.  The relative success of those two groups in different 

countries presumably explains some measure of the heterogeneity in beliefs about global 

warming discussed above.   

In the case of environmentalism, incentives come from at least three sources: pecuniary 

motives of entities that sell goods, like hybrid cars, that can be seen environmentally helpful, 

non-pecuniary selfish motives, like the desire of homeowners to prevent nearby new construction 

or the desire of politicians to appear altruistic, or purely altruistic motives.5

                                                           
4 Clifford and Martin (2011). 

    The first two sets 

of motives are easy for economists to analyze and use to form predictions.  The role of altruism 

5  Scores of celebrities have visibly adopted low emissions forms of transportation, either to encourage such 
behavior or show off their own environmentalist leanings.     
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provides less empirical bite, since we are treating the supply of environmental altruism as 

endogenous, but it does suggest that environmentalism is self-reinforcing.  If environmental 

beliefs elicit environmental persuasion, then this creates a social multiplier, where initial 

investments can snowball creating a social multiplier (Glaeser, Sacerdote and Scheinkman, 

2003), as some of the individuals who were persuaded by first movers, such as Thoreau and 

Carson, may themselves become suppliers of environmentalism.     

When the motives of environmental suppliers reflect group-level benefits, then 

organizations that reduce free-riding become critical and these have a long history in 

environmentalism.      The 19th century “Boone and Crockett Club” was founded in 1887 by 

Theodore Roosevelt, Gifford Pinchot and William Tecumseh Sherman to protect forests.   Not 

incidentally, the group’s objectives would allow dedicated sportsmen, like Roosevelt, to continue 

their recreational hunting.    The Sierra Club and the Audubon Society were other late 19th 

century institutions meant to protect nature.  “Keep America Beautiful” was founded in 1953 to 

reduce littering.   These groups act both to directly influence public policy, as the Audubon 

Society did when it litigated to end the use of DDT, and also engage in public campaigns aimed 

at creating more environmentally sensitive behavior.   

 A third factor influencing supply is the cost of persuasion and the ability to become part 

of widespread public discourse (Hilgartner and Bosk, 1988).   Books and articles were the initial 

persuasion tools, but successive rounds of new media have offered new means of acquiring 

access to diverse listeners (Mutz and Martin, 2001).  Today, a host of websites offer assistance to 

school teachers aiming to increase environmental awareness, and official curricula call for 
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teaching environmental messages like “the importance of the wetlands for human survival.”6

The ability of green persuasion to elicit a backlash is particularly obvious in the political 

sphere, where different parties may try to over or under emphasize environmental risks or 

reframe issues (Jacoby, 2000, Nelson and Kinder, 1996) depending upon the connection between 

those beliefs and their other preferences.  In this way, the supply of environmental beliefs 

resembles the political supply of ethnic hatred discussed in Glaeser (2005).   A party committed 

to support labor unions in the United States might emphasize the environmental costs of 

importing manufactured goods from abroad.  A party committed to domestic energy production 

might attempt to minimize any risks from carbon emissions.  The wider the division between the 

parties on environmentally-relevant policies, such as domestic energy production, the more 

heated environmental rhetoric will become.  The eventual outcome will depend on the overall 

success of the political actors most closely aligned with environmental issues.     

  

Lower costs of persuasion will also make it cheaper for anti-environmentalists to spread counter-

messages.   

Forms of Endogenous Environmentalism 

 We can analyze the supply of environmentalism without understanding the nature of the 

environmentalism that is supplied, but to make public policy inferences we need to better 

understand supplied environmentalism.  There are at least three natural interpretations of 

environmental campaigns, which parallel the interpretations of more standard advertising.   Most 

simply, both advertising and environmental campaigns may just be providing information to 

                                                           
6 Massachusetts Department of Education (2006). 
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cognitively sophisticated or more limited citizens.7

If environmental campaigns only informed rational people of the existence of negative 

externalities, then these would have a very modest impact on behavior, such buying hybrid cars, 

given the modest levels of altruism that we observe elsewhere in human life.

  According to this view, before Silent Spring, 

Americans didn’t know that pesticides killed birds.   After the book, they knew and changed their 

behavior accordingly.     While there is assuredly some truth to this view, this interpretation can 

explain environmental voting more readily than private self-sacrificing environmental behavior.     

8   Moreover, the 

widely divergent environmental beliefs across the population are difficult to reconcile with 

canonical Bayesianism (Aumann, 1976).9

 A second way to understand the impact of these environmental campaigns is that they 

move society to a different equilibrium in a repeated signaling game.  As an example, assume 

that a fraction of humanity is good, i.e. altruistic or pro-social, the rest of us are selfish, and that 

all of us are interested in persuading others that we are good, perhaps because they will trust us 

in other transactions.   Assume further that there is some costly action that yields an 

environmental benefit, such as reducing energy use or not littering, and that good people are 

slightly more likely to find that action appealing even if no one observed the action.  Even if no 

one would undertake the action if it were not seen, since all people want to be known as good, 

they may be willing to do the Green thing in order to be seen as good.     

   In many of the most compelling environmental 

campaigns, like the “Crying Indian,” it is hard to actually identify any new information.   

                                                           
7 Slovic (2000) discusses the complexities in public risk perceptions.  Leiserowitz (2006) connects risk attitudes with 
attitudes to climate change policies.  
8 Goeree, Holt and Laury (2002) estimate an altruism parameter of around .1, meaning that their individuals are 
willing to sacrifice ten cents to create one dollar worth of benefits for the group.    
9 The limits to Aumann’s analysis are suggested by the wide disparity of opinions about the dangers of global 
warming, even within the scientific community (Nordhaus, 1994).  Althaus (1998) discusses the general information 
asymmetries within the American polity.   
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 This type of game can readily yield multiple equilibria for a common set of parameter 

values.  In one equilibrium, no one undertakes the environmental action, and no one thinks too 

badly of people who aren’t environmentally conscious.10  In a second equilibrium, everyone 

undertakes the environmental action, because if they didn’t, they would be thought to be selfish.   

According to this view, public relations campaigns work by converting society from an 

“everyone litters” equilibrium (where no one is thought to be bad because they litter) to a “no 

one litters” equilibrium (where anyone who litters is thought to be bad).11    When it comes to 

hybrid cars, the equilibrium shift is presumably from an equilibrium where no one buys and no 

one assumes that buyers are pro-social, to an equilibrium in which pro-social people buy 

hybrids.12

If environmental campaigns create signaling equilibria, then these campaigns must focus  

towards highly observable and generally simple environmental actions.    In the case of littering, 

the losses from simplicity and observability were probably slight, for littering is a simple, 

observable thing by its nature.   Moreover, it is hard to imagine that there were significant 

unintended consequences of urging people to put waste in trashcans.   

  According to this view, environmental campaigns transform environmental actions 

into a costly signal of pro-social tendencies, and those actions become privately rational because 

no one wants to be seen as being selfish.    The cost of environmentalism is worth paying 

because of the expected benefits of future relationships.     

                                                           
10 In this equilibrium, people might think better of people who took the environmental action, but the benefits of this 
might be small as long as the majority of people are thought to be altruistic anyway.    
11 Assume that the population share of the altruists is S.  Altruists receive a benefit V from the environmental action; 
non-altruists receive no intrinsic benefit and the cost of the action is C to both types.  Both types also receive benefit 
BP if others think that they are pro-social with probability P.  An “everyone litters” equilibrium exists as long as (1-
S)B+V<C, so the pro-social types don’t deviate even if by deviating they would be thought to be pro-social with 
probability one.   The “no one litters equilibrium” exists as long as SB>C, so that the selfish types don’t deviate.  
These two equilibria both exist as long as S>Max[C/B, 1+(V-C)/B].     
12 In this situation, as opposed to the situation discussed in the previous footnote, the no one buys equilibrium may 
not stable given the implications that standard refinements make about off-the-equilibrium path beliefs.   
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When it comes to carbon emission reductions, the downside of simple, observable actions 

is more significant.   Driving less reduces emissions at least as readily as driving a standard 

hybrid, but driving a hybrid is observable while driving less is not.  As such, the desire to appear 

environmental may actually lead to more carbon emissions rather than less, if people drive their 

hybrids around to show their environmental sensitivity.  At their worst, these signaling equilibria 

can cause individuals to coordinate on behavior that is not particularly helpful and stifle debate 

about the activity, since anyone who argues might be seen as being less pro-social.    

A third interpretation of environmental campaigns is that they influence preferences 

themselves, by increasing altruism towards the environment, creating a psychic benefit for 

specific pro-environmental activities or creating a psychic cost from anti-environmental 

activities.13

The suppliers of environmentalism appear to recognize the weakness of undirected 

altruism (Lorenzoni et al., 2007).   While environmental empathy does seem to be a universal 

element of environmental campaigns, environmental campaigns rarely leave things at that.   

Almost universally, these campaigns then attempt to attach a behavioral implication to 

   The distinction between internal motivation (created by preference formation) and 

external motivation (as in the signaling model) is connected to the classic sociological distinction 

between shame (which involves external sanctions) and guilt (which operates internally), as 

discussed by Kandel and Lazear (1992).   If environmental campaigns were limited to 

inculcating general altruism, and then left individuals to figure out what that implies for their 

behavior, then they would have little potential to backfire, but they would also probably do little 

good either.    

                                                           
13 Stern (1992) summarizes the literature on the psychology of environmentalism.  Stoll-Kleeman et al. (2001) 
discuss the psychological barriers that prevents environmental actions.    
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environmental empathy, like not using pesticides or not littering or reducing carbon emissions or 

voting “Green.”     

Unlike signaling-based behavioral modifications, if environmental campaigns actually 

alter preferences, this will not create any bias towards observable behavior, but it may still lead 

towards simple behavioral directives, which is also true of traditional Pigouvian taxes.  Nuanced 

directives will still be beyond the limits of powerful campaigns, for simpler advertising with 

shorter words is typically more effective (Bradley and Meeds, 2002).     Ideally perhaps, global 

warming ads would encourage people to calculate the marginal impact of all of their actions on 

carbon emissions and to internalize the costs accordingly.  Yet such analysis is beyond the 

cognitive ability of most individuals and complex instructions would seem to be a recipe for 

ineffectiveness.  The need for simplicity and “small wins” (Weick, 1984) presumably explains 

why the anti-littering campaign may have been reasonably effective and why An Inconvenient 

Truth boils its message down to clear bullet points (consider buying a hybrid car). 

Public policies can mitigate the hazards of environmental campaigns.   Standard 

economic policies can also be abused, so I do not mean to suggest that standard interventions are 

universally better than endogenous preference formation.   Rather, I mean to highlight the 

interaction between environmental persuasion and more classic policy interventions, such as 

Pigouvian taxes.   

Endogenous Environmentalism and Public Policy    

If campaigns only provide correct information to relatively rational individuals it is hard 

to see how they will do much harm.   If the information misleads then there is more scope for 

harm, and harmful information seems more likely, when environmentalism suppliers are 
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motivated by less than perfectly altruistic forces.14

Psychological interventions that stigmatize behavior, like driving low mileage cars, 

impose costs on drivers, like traditional Pigouvian taxes, but do not raise offsetting revenues 

(Loewenstein and O’Donoghue, 2006 and Glaeser and Ujhelyi, 2010).   Psychic taxes can 

therefore be seen as inefficient substitutes for normal pecuniary taxes, since they impose costs on 

consumers but generate no offsetting revenues.   By contrast, positive psychological feedback 

may create something of a psychic subsidy without cost to taxpayers.    This difference creates an 

asymmetry between psychological taxes and subsidies that is absent with financial taxes and 

subsidies.  While taxes may dominate stigma because they generate revenues, positive psychic 

rewards for good behavior dominate cash subsidies (of equivalent impact on behavior) because 

they do not require tax revenues.    One quite tenable view is that since these issues are likely to 

remain difficult to assess they should be ignored, which is most justifiable if the psychic benefits 

of these campaigns are roughly equal to the psychic costs. 

    For example, social losses may become 

more likely when environmentalists are motivated by primarily local, rather than global 

concerns, and local environmentalism may lead to beliefs and policies, like limits on local 

development, that make the community greener but the world browner.      

 Finally, if environmental campaigns alter the equilibrium in a signaling model then the 

welfare implications are hopelessly muddled.  Since Spence (1973), economists have known that 

signaling can be socially costly and it is certainly possible that some forms of signaling altruism 

through environmentalism do more harm than good.    If the campaign moves all of society from 

one behavior to another, then it is sufficient to compare the global costs and benefits of the 

                                                           
14 The public sector can of course broadcast competing bits of information, but that can also cause abuses.  For 
example, a public sector intent on any particular policy agenda would have the incentive to convince voters that this 
agenda is green and the enormous resources of the public sector creates great potential for error.     
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change in behavior.  If the campaign moves society from a pooling equilibrium to a separating 

equilibrium, then there may also be some advantage from generating more information 

throughout the economy.  

 An added issue is that in a signaling model, individuals will have an incentive to show off 

their “green choices.”  If hybrid drivers like to show off their eco-cars, then this may lead to 

more driving which will counteract the benefit of reduced emissions per mile.     

 How does supplied environmentalism change the appropriate public policy?    Normative 

theories of environmental responses typically take preferences and information as fixed, and 

impose few limits on tastes or knowledge.    Unless the campaign directly informs individuals 

about the public policy, it is hard to see how conventional results would be overturned by 

preference changes, although the size of the Pigouvian tax change in supplied environmentalism 

changes the marginal social cost of an action.  

 The situation becomes somewhat more complex if the campaign creates a signaling 

equilibrium, which can lead to perverse results.    Berman (2000) shows that in signaling games, 

a subsidy can increase the extremity of signaling behavior.  In a separating equilibrium, the cost 

of distorting behavior times the amount of distortion must be high enough to deter the anti-social 

types from imitating the pro-social types.  If the costs of distorting behavior decline, then the 

amount of distortion may have to rise, implying the carbon taxes will lead pro-social types to buy 

even more low mileage vehicles to signal their altruism.   Moreover, if the full social cost of 

carbon is charged in tax, then there is no social advantage from further environmentalism.  This 

logic suggests if environmentalists are signaling, then Pigouvian taxes should be lower than 

traditional logic would suggest.   
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 The final and most tricky issue is the impact that public policy choices can have on the 

supply of environmentalism.   In Glaeser (2005), I argued that constitutional barriers to race-

based policies limited the tendency of politicians to spread hatred against different races.    

Whenever an issue becomes more policy-relevant, there is more incentive for interested parties 

to invest in belief and preference formation and that is true for the environment as well.        

 This endogenous supply of environmental beliefs and preferences provides another 

reason to treat Pigouvian taxes differently from cap-and-trade responses to risks of climate 

change.  If policy interventions are limited to cap-and-trade, then the private sector is likely to 

face fewer losses from environmental policies than if policies also include carbon taxes.  If 

businesses have less to lose from environmental policies, then they also have less incentive to 

fight those policies by investing in anti-environmental campaigns.    

 

III. Jevons Redux: Hybrid Cars and Behavioral Responses 

Among the most visible “environmental” actions is to own a hybrid or electric car.  Low 

mileage vehicles have long been touted as environmentally sensitive choices, by environmental 

activists (such as former Vice President Gore).     As discussed above, these interventions can be 

seen as providing information, forming a preference for hybrid cars, or an attempt at signaling 

equilibrium where pro-social people signal their benevolent nature by driving hybrids.    

The supply of this form of environmentalism seems to have its roots in the self-interested 

advertising of car companies. During the gas crisis of the 1970s, Gremlin ads promised to 

“Relieve the Fuel Shortage,” and Honda’s 1978 advertisement, “Gasoline Made Simple,” 

mentioned the Civic’s 47 miles per gallon on the highway.  Yet these were appeals primarily to 
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self interest, not inculcating environmental activism.  Honda also proudly proclaimed that the car 

was made without a catalytic convertor so it could use leaded gas.     Datsun perhaps came 

closest to appealing to altruistic environmental motives by claiming that the Datsun 1200 could 

“help ease our energy crisis,” but even there, the ad’s real focus on was on “another important 

resource: your money.”   

Private incentives and more altruistic motives came together when Toyota introduced its 

Prius to the U.S. in 2001, noting its support from the Sierra Club and the National Wildlife 

Federation.15

The sales of high mileage hybrid or electric cars are assisted by financial incentives and 

regulations, such as CAFE standards, but they are also sold with the help of environmental 

rhetoric, provided both by environmental advocates and the car companies themselves.   An 

Inconvenient Truth urges motorists to buy a hybrid or an electric car, and this appears to be one 

of the rules of thumb now endorsed by many environmentalists.     

    As gas prices and concern with global warming both rose, the Prius’ 

environmental focus became an increasingly valuable asset, helping the car to become a best-

seller.   Nissan Leaf advertisements sell their product not based on driving experience, but with a 

dystopian vision where every appliance runs on gasoline, and suggest that buying a Leaf offers a 

better path for the planet.    

These investments in influence can be seen as either creating psychic costs to driving a 

traditional car or a psychic benefit from buying a Prius or a Leaf.   Prius’ appear to command a 

price premium over comparable Toyota models, even controlling for fuel consumption (Baltas 

and Saridakis, 2010), which supports the idea that consumers are receiving some form of hedonic 

                                                           
15 Halbright and Dunn (2010). 
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or signaling value from the car.    The tendency of environmentalists to own hybrid cars (Kahn, 

2007) also suggests that they are perceived as doing good for the environment.      

The impact of these campaigns on welfare depends on both the direct psychic impact on 

individuals and the environmental impact of the policy, which is in turn related to the classic 

Jevons paradox.  If the campaigns work as a psychic tax on driving non-hybrid cars, then the 

“lost revenue” point discussed above is relevant.  If they work as a psychic surplus to driving 

hybrids, then that benefit may distort behavior by inducing too much driving.16

In 1865, William Stanley Jevons wrote that “new modes of economy will lead to an 

increase of consumption,” and “an improvement of the engine, when effected, will only 

accelerate anew the consumption of coal.”  Jevons’ The Coal Question notes that before Smeaton 

and Watt, 84 pounds of coal were able to lift 5.59 million pounds of water one foot high.   In 

1776, Watt’s separate condenser engine meant that the same amount of coal could lift more than 

20 million pounds of water, and by the 1860s, engine efficiency had doubled again.  Despite 

these technological improvements in fuel efficiency, Jevons estimates that English coal 

consumption increased eight-fold from 1801 to 1861 from ten to over eighty million tons. 

   I will not 

attempt to assess the direct psychic costs or benefit of any preference changes or the waste 

involved in signaling, even though such concerns are theoretically important to assessing the 

overall social impact of these campaigns.     

To assess the environmental impact of the campaign, the question becomes the 

behavioral response as lower per mile costs increase driving, which is typically called the 

rebound effect (e.g. Greening, Greene and Difiglio, 2000).   Typically the rebound effect of 

                                                           
16 Purely from introspection, I suspect that these campaigns have provided more psychic benefits to hybrid drivers 
than costs to non-drivers which means that they may end up being benign.   
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increasing gas mileage is the elasticity of miles travelled with respect to miles per gallon.  If that 

effect is greater than one, then improved mileage means more environmental harm.      One 

survey finds that long run elasticities range from .6 to .8 while short run elasticity run from .2 to 

.3 (Graham and Glaister, 2002)    Long run elasticities allow car drivers to alter the fuel 

efficiency of their vehicles, which means that they may be less relevant to assessing the impact 

of changing fuel efficiency itself.  Small and Van Dender (2007) estimate the total “rebound 

effect” and estimate that the long run effect has dropped from 20 percent to 10 percent, which is 

compatible with other studies finding a decreased sensitivity of driving to fuel prices (Hughes, 

Knittel, and Sperling, 2006).   These relatively low behavioral responses suggest that Jevons may 

not be that relevant when it comes to a taste for a more efficient gas powered cars, but a taste for 

hybrid and electric cars may make his wisdom more relevant again.    

But hybrid or electric cars use energy that is often produced by something other than 

petroleum and that impacts the rebound effect.   Assuming that there is a constant elasticity of 

miles travelled with respect to pecuniary cost leads to the general formula that a new technology 

will reduce carbon emissions if and only if   
𝐿𝑛�

𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑂𝑙𝑑
𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑤

�

𝐿𝑛�
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑂𝑙𝑑
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑤

�
 is greater than the elasticity of 

miles travelled with respect to price.   

The ratio of the change in log energy use per mile divided by the change in the log price 

per mile must be greater than the elasticity of miles travelled with respect to price.    When the 

two ratios are identical, as in the case of purely gas-powered cars, then the familiar result that the 

elasticity must be less than one reappears for reductions in mileage to reduce gas consumption or 

carbon emissions, but when the price impact is greater than the carbon impact, then the elasticity 

will have to be significantly less than one.   
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In the case of gas cars, the price per mile is per gallon divided by miles per gallon.  For a 

car which drives at 33.3 miles per gallon, which seems like a reasonable estimate for newer 

vehicles comparable with standard electric cars, the energy costs of driving 100 miles is $10.18, 

assuming a per gallon cost is around the 2012 price of $3.39.17

 In the case of an electric car, the relevant price is price per kilowatt hour divided by 

miles per kilowatt hour.   The average 2012 price per kilowatt hour was 12.7 cents.    Current 

reports suggest that the Nissan Leaf, a purely electric car, averages 3 miles per kilowatt hour of 

electricity.

      

18   Scholars typically assume that energy efficiency for electric vehicles will rise to 

four or even five miles per kilowatt hour (Lemoine, Kammen, and Farrell, 2008 and Lee and 

Lovellette, 2008).  If electric cars are able to go four miles per kilowatt hour, then the cost of 

travelling 100 miles, assuming four miles per kilowatt hour, is $3.18.19

For the environmental damage figures, I look only on carbon emissions costs.   Since the 

ratio is important, not the absolute quantities, I do not have to take a standard of the social cost 

per carbon emitted.   In the case of gas-powered cars, I have already assumed a 33.3 mile per 

gallon figure.  The Department of Energy estimates 19.564 pounds of carbon dioxide per gallon 

of gas.  To take account of the emissions involved in refining and delivering gasoline, it is 

typically to inflate that estimate by 20 percent or so, which implies 23.46 pounds of carbon 

dioxide per gallon or 70.38 pounds of carbon dioxide to drive 100 miles.     

     These figures imply 

that 𝐿𝑛 �𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑂𝑙𝑑
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑤

�  equals 1.16.    Electric cars are substantially less expensive to drive 

per mile, and that difference will only increase if the gas prices continue to rise relative to the 

cost of providing electricity.    

                                                           
17 National Bureau of Labor Statistics (June 2013) 
18 Consumer Reports (April 2011) and Austin (2010) . 
19 U.S. Energy Information Administration (March 12, 2013). 
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To calculate the carbon emissions associated with electric driving, I use the eGrid 

estimate of 1.3 pounds of carbon dioxide per kilowatt hour.20

If, however, the relevant carbon emissions are 1.75 pounds per kilowatt hour, then the 

same car will produce 43.75 pounds of carbon dioxide per hundred miles and  

𝐿𝑛 �𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑂𝑙𝑑
𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑤

� equals .475 and the electric car will increase emissions if  𝜎 is greater 

than .41.  In this case, it becomes plausible that the electric car will actually lead to more, not 

less, carbon emissions because the reduction in price per mile is much stronger than the 

reduction in the environmental damage per mile.  The downside of electric cars will be 

exacerbated if electric car owners drive more to show off their eco-friendly transport.    

  If I assume, as some authors do, 

that the extra electricity needed to power cars will have to be provided by fossil fuels, rather than 

hydroelectricity or solar power, then the carbon emissions per kilowatt hour rises to 1.75 pounds.   

In the first case, a four mile per kilowatt hour car will produce 32.5 pounds of carbon dioxide to 

drive 100 miles, which means that 𝐿𝑛 �𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑂𝑙𝑑
𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑤

� equals 0.77.   In this case, the electric 

car benefits the environment as long as 𝜎 is less than .66, which is more stringent than the usual 

requirement for fuel efficiency to improve carbon emissions, but still likely to hold.   

If environmental campaigns work through information or preference formation, then 

there is little change in the optimal Pigouvian taxes, which should remain based on the estimates 

of the externalities from driving.   If hybrid cars have become a signal, then there is at least the 

possibility that by lowering the marginal cost of owning a hybrid, the tax will lead pro-social 

signalers to engage in more extreme environmental behavior.  This effect can increase the returns 

                                                           
20 Environmental Protection Agency (2011). 
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to higher taxes, if the taxes are far below the optimal level, or reduce it, if the tax is set to equal 

the full environmental externality.     

 

IV. Darby Redux: Simple Conservation Rules 

A second reason that conservation rules can create an offset is the behavior of suppliers.       

Supply-side effects have been emphasized both in the environmentally-relevant areas of 

recycling (Darby, 1973) and protection of endangered species, such as elephants (Kremer and 

Morcom, 2000).   In the case of conservation, the problem is that recycling can be harmful or 

beneficial, but since environmental indoctrination generates a broad preference or norm, it 

cannot differentiate between good or bad recycling behavior.   

Recycling and conservation, like hybrid cars, have been subjects of intense 

environmental campaigning, which often focus on separating out recyclables or limiting 

consumption of goods, like paper.  In both cases, the norm or preference becomes either a 

psychic or social tax on the use of the primary commodity, or a subsidy for using the recycled 

product.   Television campaigns, and even children’s books like Dr. Seuss’ “The Lorax,” aim at 

inculcating thriftier sensibilities.     While many of these campaigns are presumably motivated by 

purely altruistic motives, recycling companies have been sponsors of environmental activities, 

like Earth Days, and they may have less benevolent motives.   

In evaluating the social effects of these campaigns, Darby (1973) demonstrates that there 

is a key difference between resources that are in fixed supply in a common pool and renewable.   

If there is a common pool where entrepreneurs cannot independently produce the good, then a 

taste for conservation represents a possible alternative to other interventions, such as taxing 
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supply or assigning property rights over the pool.    The created taste limits consumption of the 

good, and in cases like fish or trees, this limited consumption may allow the stock to naturally 

replenish itself.  Moreover, the taste for recycling may be more effective than a tax because it 

doesn’t require the external enforcement of hard-to-monitor recycling behavior.    

The situation is largely reversed when the commodity is essentially produced by private 

suppliers.  When paper is largely produced by commercial forest, then reduced demand for paper 

will also reduce the incentive to plant trees.  The impact of this simple behavioral rule is to lower 

the global quantity of the resource, just as widespread vegetarianism will lower the stock of 

meat-producing animals.        

Ideally, recycling or conservation preferences could differentiate between these two very 

different settings, but the relatively coarse nature of public campaigns means that there is a 

common norm, and it is applied globally without much attention to whether the effects are 

benign or not.     In a mixed situation, the benefits of the preference depend on the environmental 

value of stocks of private or public resources.   Today, U.S. timber production comes 

overwhelmingly (over 99 percent) from private, not national, forests.21

Advocates of recycling emphasize the difference from “old growth” forests and newer 

growth forests, and emphasize that the problem with logging is the elimination of old growth 

forests.   While accurate measurement is difficult, in part because of the uncertain definitions of 

old growth forests, America has relatively little old growth forest in private hands (Best and 

   As such, there is little 

possibility that greater paper use is eliminating a commonly held resource.   

                                                           
21 (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 2013) 
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Wayburn, 2001), which suggests that a very small fraction of America’s wood-product  

production is coming from such forests.22

In the case of recycling, there is a particularly interesting interaction between 

environmental campaigns and policy interventions.   An intervention that protects virgin forests 

can have the perverse effect of changing pro-recycling campaigns from benign to harmful.    This 

is a case in which standard economic policies may be strong substitutes for environmental 

campaigns, subsidizing the consumption of paper to induce more foresting, essentially reversing 

the impact of the environmental campaign.      

    

     

V. The Global Impact of Local Environmentalism 

I now turn to an area that has been less explored by economists: the perverse effects of 

local environmental campaigns.   In the previous cases, the downsides of environmental 

campaigns came from adopting simple rules which did not fully internalize total externalities.  In 

this case, the incentives of local environmentalists to preserve their own environment may run 

directly counter to more global goals of reducing carbon emissions.   

At the very beginning of the American environmental movement, John Muir and 

Theodore Roosevelt both worked for the protection of natural land against development.   

Initially that movement focused on truly wild areas in the American interior, but gradually, the 

move to conserve land came into the heart of American metropolitan areas.   For example, in 

1961, the Save the Bay movement was started in Berkeley “to stop the City of Berkeley’s plan to 

                                                           
22 Canadian wood is more likely to come from the country’s boreal forests. 
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double in size by filling in the shallow Bay off-shore.”23     While Save the Bay focused on 

protecting waterways, other environmental groups focused on preserving open spaces within 

greater San Francisco.24

 Other states also have powerful local environmental movements that worked to preserve 

green spaces and wetlands within metropolitan regions.  Glaeser and Ward (2009) document the 

steady increase in the number of communities within greater Boston who have rules pertaining to 

wetlands that go beyond the state’s already significant regulations.    Accompanying explicit 

environmental barriers are minimum lot sizes that reach 60 acres in some parts of the San 

Francisco region, which are also justified, in part, as preserving open space.   

  The Friends of Mammoth case of 1973 was perhaps the signal success 

of this movement; for the case required all significant private developments in California to 

undertake an environmental impact review.   

 While environmental rhetoric is ubiquitous in battles against new suburban construction, 

one reasonable view is that local residents dislike new construction, because it creates congestion 

or lowers local housing values, and they oppose it using any arguments that are at hand.   

Opposition to new construction may reflect a certain type of environmentalism-- a preference for 

nearby greenery over new homes— but that is not equivalent to taking the broader interests of 

the planet to heart.    It does seem likely, though, that the environmental barriers on building 

imposed by the Friends of Mammoth case reflected environmental beliefs of the judiciary, which 

were formed in part by the longer term activity of the environmental movement.   

Local land use policies might do a good job of internalizing local and global externalities.   

If local land use controls acted to correct local externalities, then standard urban theory predicts 

                                                           
23 Save the Bay, 2013.  
24 Henry, Lubell and McCoy (2011) describe how social networks influence land use planning in California.   
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that they should be maximizing local land values (Arnott and Stiglitz, 1979).   If we think of 

these barriers as just limiting the level of density within a community, then the total value of 

each unit of land equals the density of homes in that area times the price of each home minus 

construction costs or (Price(Density)-Cost)Density, where Cost represents actual construction 

costs.   The level of density that maximizes total land value (which is home price minus 

construction cost) will satisfy 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒−𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒

= −𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒

𝜕𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝜕𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦

, or the price markup over cost 

should equal the elasticity of price with respect to density. This formula is essentially the 

standard Pigouvian tax formula, assuming that land value captures total social value.     

Glaeser and Ward (2009) attempt to compare price mark-ups with the elasticity of price with 

respect to density in greater Boston.  We find the price markups are often close to 50 percent, 

while the density elasticities are typically no more than 10 percent.  We concluded that it was 

unlikely that local land use restrictions were effectively maximizing land values, at least in 

greater Boston, although they may still be optimal.  Many environmentalists would argue that 

focusing on human benefits is an error because the primary reason to save the wetlands is to help 

the non-human inhabitants of those ecosystems.    Alternatively, the use of property values to 

assess welfare gains may miss benefits for infra-marginal residents that are not reflected in 

property values.       

In principle, bargaining should ensure that activists internalize the interests of land 

owners, but bargaining failures surely exist given the difficulties of making side payments in 

politics.      Local property values may also be suboptimal because the benefits, and costs, of an 

intervention may be felt far beyond the area.   An area with an attractive fixed resource can 
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operate as a standard monopolist, restricting the supply of its product—in this case housing—and 

thereby raising its price and imposing costs on would-be consumers.      

Local land use regulations that are motivated by local environmental reasons may even 

harm the larger environment.   Local communities can’t change the total amount of new 

construction within the U.S., but they can make sure that this construction takes place 

somewhere else, perhaps somewhere that typically has higher carbon emissions. 

Glaeser and Kahn (2010) estimate the net impact on carbon emissions of building in 

different areas of the United States.  We attempt to implement this thought experiment by first 

calculating the carbon emissions associated living in different parts of the country for a 

standardized household.  We estimate household energy usage from electricity and home heating 

and energy used in transportation.  We are not able to factor in workplace emissions.   

If an area blocks this family from moving in, then the net impact on carbon emissions of 

that restriction is the expected amount of carbon that the family will emit living elsewhere minus 

the expected amount of carbon that the family will emit by living in the community.     A 

standardized household produces 19.4 tons of carbon dioxide per year in San Francisco.  If a new 

housing unit is blocked in San Francisco, I assume that it gets randomly allocated throughout the 

U.S., where the probability of having the new household is based on the recent population 

growth of the area.  Such a randomly allocated home has expected carbon dioxide emissions of 

27.33 tons per year.   If a home is located in suburban Texas instead of Berkeley, it can expect to 

emit a lot more carbon, primarily because of hotter summers.    

If our building strategy was meant to minimize carbon emissions, we would want to ban 

building in Texas and build it instead around Berkeley.    Of course, that is not the only 
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environmental reason to ban local building and this calculation does not imply that California 

land use regulations are inappropriate.   Yet it is possible that local restrictions may have global 

implications and those implications may run deeply against the spirit of the local interventions.   

Indeed, the appropriate public policy response may be either to subsidize building in San 

Francisco or to tax construction in more carbon intensive parts of the country.   

The environmental slogan “think globally, act locally” has such power because it offers a 

planetary mission with local tangible objectives.    The emotional side of environmentalism will 

always tend to favor nearby actions.  Yet such nearby actions may be quite counter-productive 

from a planetary perspective, because local actions can have systemic side-effects that work in 

the opposite direction.       

 

VI. Competition in the Market for Ideas and Environmental Outcomes 

 If environmental ideas are supplied by entrepreneurs, like John Muir and Rachel Carson, 

and debated by others, then economic market analysis should help us understand why there are 

dramatic belief differences across time and space.     According to the Pew Global Attitudes 

Project, 90 percent of Brazilians but only 44 percent of Americans believe that global warming is 

a very serious problem.25

                                                           
25 Pew Research Global Attitudes Project (2009) 

    Perhaps that difference can be explained by Brazil’s generally 

warmer temperature, but it’s harder to know why 68 percent of the French but only 30 percent of 

the Chinese classify the global warming problem as very serious.   
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 While Pew’s Survey question surely captures the degree of concern about global 

warming, those differences don’t imply that people genuinely believe different scientific facts or 

that influence shaped beliefs.  The U.S. data is somewhat clearer on both counts, because Pew 

asks respondents “is there solid evidence the earth is warming” and for those who said yes, asks 

them whether human activity or natural patterns are responsible for the change.    In a standard 

economic model, with rational Bayesian learners, answers to these questions should be relatively 

uniform since everyone has access to the same core body of public evidence.    

 Yet, of course, opinions differ wildly across population subgroups and even over time 

(Weber and Stern, 2011).   Seventy-seven percent of Democrats and 84 percent of liberal 

Democrats believe that there is solid evidence for global warming, while 43 percent of 

Republicans and 31 percent of conservative Republicans share that view.      In 2007, 77 percent 

of respondents said that there was solid evidence that the earth was warming and 47 percent of 

respondents credited human activity.   Only 16 percent said that there wasn’t solid evidence for 

global warming.  Only two years later, 33 percent of respondents said that there was no solid 

evidence for global warming and only 57 percent said that there was solid evidence.26

The Pew evidence certainly doesn’t prove that parties shape environmental beliefs, but it 

does suggest that people with different beliefs are choosing different political parties.   As Kahn 

and Matsusaka (1997) have already shown, there is a connection between environmentalism and 

other political views.      Al Gore’s An Inconvenient Truth illustrates the major investment that 

some party leaders have made to influence people’s environmental beliefs, and certainly many 

prominent Republicans have promulgated their own more negative view of global warming.   

     

                                                           
26  Pew Research Center for the People & the Press (2011) 
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Left and right wing media both promulgate the environmental viewpoint that complements their 

views.    

 Formal economic tools can help us understand why political actors invent in shaping 

beliefs about the environment, just as they can help us understand why some political leaders 

spread ethnic stereotypes (Glaeser, 2005).    Leaders will promote environmental causes if they 

complement their other policies.   Socialists who want to regulate businesses for many reasons 

may also suggest that business is causing environmental harm.    In the U.S., both parties 

maintained an environmental consensus through the 1970s; both Nixon and Carter had major 

environmental initiatives, but Nixon never ran as an economic libertarian.   He tried to offer law-

and-order and different foreign policies, but these were not complements with less environmental 

regulation.    

By contrast, Reagan opposed environmental regulations, as part of a general push against 

big government.   Naturally his laissez-faire orientation led him to minimize environmental 

threats, most famously with his line that “trees cause more pollution than automobiles do.”    The 

environmental gap between the parties narrowed under George H.W. Bush and Clinton, both of 

whom moved their parties’ economic programs to the center, but then widened in the 2000 

election, as George W. Bush promoted a more muscularly Reaganesque Republicanism.       

Since 2000, the parties have increasing divided on energy and environmental issues, and 

Democrats, like Al Gore, have emphasized environmental threats while Republicans have 

disparaged potential dangers from global warming.     

Just as political incentives help us to understand many of these broad patterns in climate-

related beliefs, political incentives also may help us understand the differences in countries’ 
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beliefs about global warming.  Alesina and Glaeser (2004) discuss the historic and demographic 

forces that led to a far more empowered right in the United States than in Continental Europe.     

Since global warming complements regulation, more left-wing pro-regulation countries, like 

France and Brazil, have empowered political actors who promote that viewpoint.      

Economists have long written models where human beings were hyper-rational, but there 

is a growing body of evidence that suggests significant limits on cognition.  The profound 

differences in environmental opinions across groups and time is another piece of evidence 

against hyper-rational humanity.  But these deviations from normal economic models don’t mean 

that economic models aren’t still relevant.  Indeed, if beliefs are supplied, then economics offers 

the best chance of understanding why and when they are supplied.   

 

VII. Conclusion 

 Human beings are not hyper-rational solely-self-interested agents, and that truth is 

certainly evidenced in the environmental field.  People pay a premium for products that are sold 

as being good for the planet, but they don’t always do a great job figuring out which products are 

really green.   Opinions about scientific topics, like global warming, differ far too much to be 

explained by standard Bayesian models.   

But limits to human cognition do not make economics irrelevant.  In many cases, they 

make economics even more important.   Environmental ideas can achieve a wide following, and 

they can certainly lead to less than perfect outcomes, particularly because of systemic behavioral 

consequences.  High mileage electric cars may lead to substantial increases in driving.  
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Recycling may lead to fewer private forests.  Stopping construction in Berkeley may lead to 

more construction in Houston and an increase in carbon emissions.     

The economic approach to the environment has, since Jevons, emphasized the 

understanding of behavioral responses.  Those tools can also be used to understand the 

implications of environmental impulses, whether rational or not.   Those tools can help us 

understand why different people supply different environmental ideas.    Economics continues to 

have much to offer the environment, especially if it embraces both traditional theory and 

psychological realism.     
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